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RINCHEN TERZOD

RINCHEN TERZOD (Palpung: Khams) in 61 volumes of xylographs, of which the only available outside Tibet is in Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology Collections, is under print. RINCHEN TERZOD contains the Teachings of Guru Padmasambhava, Lopön Penjorungne.

Price per volume (paper back) : Rs. 450/-

Pre-publication subscription per volume (cloth binding): Rs. 300/-; last volume (index) issued free with the first volume. First volume and index issued, till 31 May 1977, for a subscription for three volumes; for subsequent issues subscription for a volume will be charged on delivery of a volume; last two volumes will thus be issued to a pre-publication subscriber without any further payment.

Pre-publication subscription (Rs. 1,050/-) may be deposited till 31 May 1977 with:

Director
Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology, Gangtok

Liaison Officer
Government of Sikkim
Sikkim House, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi
KADAM PHACHO

Kadam Phacho containing the Life and Teachings of Sri Guru Dipawara Atith in Tibetan is the principal authentic record of the great Indian Pandit whose thousandth birth year comes around 1980. Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology possesses among its prized possessions the required record as a gift from His Holiness The Dalai Lama.

First two items from Kadam Phacho are published as Part One. Produced for photo-mechanic process direct from the original and bound in cloth along palm leaf format, Part One is priced at Rs. 100/-.

SIKKIM RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF TIBETOLOGY
GANGTOK, SIKKIM, INDIA